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Visual Analytics
n “the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by 

visual interfaces”
n facilitates analysis and understanding of large, 

complex and ill-defined data across multiple domains
n uses information technology to analyze and interpret 

enormous amounts of disparate conflicting, 
incomplete, often unreliable, and constantly changing 
data to present it visually for evaluation

n processes & goals of analysis dominate
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Analytics cont.



Emerging Core Technologies



Example
§ The essence of DM is modeling from data. It depends 

not only on how the data are generated, but also on 
how we sense or perceive the data. The existing DM 
methods are developed based on the former principle, 
but less on the latter one. 

§ Our idea is to develop DM methods based on human 
visual sensation and perception principle (particularly, to 
treat a data set as an image, and to mine the 
knowledge from the data in accordance with the way we 
observe and perceive the image).
§IEEE PAMI 2012  



2.1. Visual sensation principle
The structure of the human eye



2.1. Visual sensation principle
Accommodation (focusing) of an image by changing the 
shape of the crystalline lens of the eyes (or equivalently, by 
changing the distance between image and eye when the 
shape of lens is fixed)



2.1. Visual sensation principle

How an image in retina varies with the distance
between object and eye (or equivalently, with the 
shape of crystalline lens)?
Scale space theory provides us an explanation. 
The theory is supported by neurophysiologic 
findings in animals and psychophysics in man
directly.



2.2. Scale Space Theory



2.2. Scale Space Theory



2.2. Scale Space Theory



2.3 Cell responses in retina
Only change of light can be perceived and only three 
types of cell responses exist in retina:

Ø 'ON' response: the response to 
arrival of a light stimulus (the 
blue region)

Ø 'OFF' response: the response to 
removal of a light stimulus (the red 
region)

Ø 'ON-OFF' response: the response to 
the hybrids of ‘on’ and ‘off’ (because 
both presentation and removal of 
the stimulus may simultaneously 
exist) (the yellow region)



2.3. Cell responses in retina
Between on and off regions, roughly at the boundary is a 
narrow region where on-off responses occur. Every cell has its 
own response strength, roughly, the strength is Gaussian-like.



3. Visual Classification Approach: our philosophy



3. VCA: 



3. VCA: A method to choose scale

An observation



3. VCA: A method to choose scale



3. VCA: Method to choose scale



3. VCA: Procedure



3. VCA: Demonstrations
Linearly separable data without noise



3. VCA: Demonstrations
Linearly separable data with 5% noise



3. VCA: Demonstrations
Circularly separable data without noise



3. VCA: Demonstrations
Circularly separable data with 5% noise



3. VCA: Demonstrations
Spirally separable data without noise



3. VCA: Demonstrations
spirally separable data with 5% noise



3. VCA: Efficiency test
11 groups of benchmark datasets from UCI, DELVE and STATLOG



3. VCA: Efficiency test
Performance  comparison between VCA & SVM



3. VCA: Scalability test
Time complexity of VCA with increase of size of training data is 
quadratic (a),  with increase of dimension of data is linear (b).  

(a): fixed 10-D but varying size      
data sets are used.

(b): Fixed 5000 size but varying 
dimension  datasets are used.



3. VCA: conclusion

1. Without increase of misclassification rate (namely, loss of 
generalization capability), much less computation effort is paid, as 
compared with SVM (approximately 0.7% times of SVM is required, 
increasing 142 times computation efficiency). That is, VCA has very     
high computation efficiency.

2. The VCA ‘s training time increases linearly with dimension  
and quadtratically with size of  training data. This shows that VCA 
has a very good scalabity.   



4. Theory: Visual classification machine

n Formalization (Learning theory)

Let  be sample space (    be pattern space and                              
label space), and assume that there exists a fixed but 

unknown relationship F (or equivalently,  there is a fixed but   
unknown distribution                             on   ). 

Given a family of functions

and a finite number of samples

which is drawn independently identically according to    .
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4. Theory: Visual classification machine

We are asked to find a function               in which 
approximates F in    , that is, find a a function       in , 
for a certain type of measure Q  between machine’s 
output             and actual output   ,  so that 

(Learning problem)
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4. Theory: Visual classification machine
n Learning algorithm (Convergence)

A learning algorithm L is a mapping from to H with the 
following property:

For any                         , there is an integer                       
such that whenever  , 

where                               .

In this case, we say that L(Z) is a -solution of the learning 
problem.  Given an implementation scheme of a learning problem,   
we say it is convergent if it is a learning algorithm.   
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4. Theory: Visual classification machine

n Visual classification machine (VCM)
l The function set

l The generalization error

l The learning implementation scheme (the procedure of finding     )  
(Is it a learning algorithm?)
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4. Theory: Visual classification machine

n Learning theory of VCM
• How can the generalization performance of VCM be 

controlled (what is the learning principle)?
• If is it convergent? (If it is a learning algorithm?)

Key is to develop a rigorous upper bound estimation on   

and estimate
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4. Theory: Visual classification machine

A This theorem shows that to maximize the generalization of the 
machine is equivalently to minimize                      . 



4. Theory: Visual classification machine

A VCA is just designed to approximate         here. This reveals 
the learning principle behind VCA and explain why VCA has 
strong generalization capability.
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4. Theory: Visual classification machine

A This theorem shows that the VCA is a learning algorithm. 
Consequently, a learning theory of VCM is established.



5. Concluding remarks
§ The existing approaches for classification has mainly been aimed to 

exploring the intrinsic structure of dataset, less or no emphasis paid 
on simulating human sensation and perception. We have initiated an 
approach for classification based on human visual sensation and 
perception principle (The core idea is to model the blurring effect of 
lateral retinal interconnections based on scale space theory). The 
preliminary simulations have demonstrated that the new approach 
potentially is encouraging and very useful. 

§ The main advantages of the new approach are its very high efficiency 
and excellent scalibility. It very often brings a significant reduction of 
computation effort without loss of prediction capability, especially 
compared with the prevalently adopted SVM approach. 

§ The theoretical foundations of VCA, Visual learning theory, have been 
developed, which reveals that  (1) VCA attains its high generalization 
performance via minimizing the upper error bound between actual and 
optimal risks (learning principle); (2) VCA is a learning algorithm. 



Thanks！


